WORKSHOP ON SHIP INNOVATION & CONVERSION
IN RECENT TIME
Sefine Shipyard Turkey – Idalgroup Italy
October 17th, 2017 at 14.00
Venue: ROMA - Circolo Ufficiali delle Forze Armate d'Italia

14.00 Participants Registration. Welcome Coffee

14.30 Welcome Speeches
− SEFINE SHIPYARD AS Mr. Taner Cingiloglu - Ship Repair Marketing Manager (sefine.com.tr/)
− IDALGROUP SCARL Mr. Giancarlo Coletta Maint., Mod., Repair Director (www.idalgroup.it/it/)

15.00 Section one
− Sefine AS Company Presentation
− Idalgroup Scarl Company Presentation
− Ship Conversion #1: from Bulk to Cement CARRIER presented by Mr Zafer Gungor - Sefine Shpyard AS
− Ship Conversion #2: use of 3D Scanner in Ship Conversion, Modification and Repair presented by Mr Giancarlo Coletta - Idalgroup Scarl

16.45 Section two and Questions
− Ship New Building: liquefied natural gas (LNG) double ended ferries in general. Focus on double-ended (LNG)-powered ferry for Caronte&Tourist Italian Shipowner presented by Mr Selcuk Bakanoglu - Sefine Shpyard AS

Questions

18.00 Aperitif Buffet

Dress Code: Business Formal

ADDRESS
Circolo Ufficiali delle Forze Armate d'Italia
Villa Savorgnan di Brazzà
Via XX settembre, 2
00184 Roma

CONTACTS&REGISTRATION
Segreteria ATENA Roma
E-mail: atenaroma@gmail.com
Web site: www.atena.it
Giuseppe Muricchio
E-mail: giuseppe.muricchio@gmail.com
Mob. +393296322922